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The Heisenberg model on a triangular lattice is a prime example for a geometrically frustrated spin system.
However most experimentally accessible compounds have spatially anisotropic exchange interactions. As a function
of this anisotropy, ground states with dierent magnetic properties can be realized. On the other hand, the J1 J2
model on the square lattice is a well-known example for frustration induced by competing exchange. The classical
phase diagrams of the two models are related in a broad range of the control parameter φ = tan−1 (J2 /J1 ). In both
cases three dierent types of ground states are realized, each model having a ferromagnetic and an antiferromagnetic
region in the phase diagram, and a third phase with columnar magnetic order for the square lattice and an in general
incommensurate spiral structure for the triangular lattice. Quantum eects lift degeneracies in the non-FM phases
and lead to additional nonmagnetic regions in the phase diagrams. The contribution of zero point uctuations to
ground state energy, wave vector, and ordered moment is discussed.
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This parametrization allows for an interpolation between

In this paper we concentrate on a comparison of the

important geometrical limiting cases, namely the square-

classical and quantum phase diagrams and the size of the

lattice Néel antiferromagnet (φ

ordered moment in the full range of exchange constants,

the isotropic triangular antiferromagnet (ζ

including ferromagnetic (FM) couplings. We apply linear

π/4),

spin-wave (LSW) theory in our analysis, keeping in mind

their ferromagnetic counterparts. The following analysis

that this method is strictly not applicable in the quan-

of the model with the parametrization introduced here

tum disordered and (for the triangular case) quasi-one-

closely follows the general concept presented in [18].

dimensional regions of the phase diagram.
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Hamiltonian for the lattices is given by

H=

X

Si Jij Sj ,
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hiji
where the sum extends over bonds
and

j.

hiji connecting sites i

We assume an interaction in the form of a uniax-

ial tensor in spin space. Figure 1 illustrates the spatial

Fig. 1. (a) Square-lattice with nearest-neighbor exchange J1 (solid lines) and next-nearest neighbor exchange J2 (dashed and dotted lines). Removing one set
of diagonal bonds (dotted) makes the lattice topologically equivalent to an anisotropic triangular lattice (b).
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TABLE
Classical ground states: energies and conditions. ζ = 0 for the anisotropic triangular lattice (4), ζ = 1 for
the square lattice ().
Phase
ferromagnet
antiferromagnet
columnar AF
spiral

Ecl /(N S 2 )
Ground state
2J1 + (1 + ζ)J2
for  and 4
−2J1 + (1 + ζ)J2
for  and 4
−(1 + ζ)J2
for  only

 2 
J1
1
−J2 1 − ζ + 2 J2
for 4 only

Conditions
Range

J1 ≤ 0 ∧ |JJ21 | ≤ 12
−π − tan−1 12 ≤ φ ≤ − π2

J1 ≥ 0 ∧ JJ21 ≤ 21
− π2 ≤ φ ≤ tan−1 12


J2 ≥ 0 ∧ |JJ21 | ≥ 12 tan−1 12 ≤ φ ≤ π − tan−1 12


J2 ≥ 0 ∧ |JJ21 | ≥ 12 tan−1 12 ≤ φ ≤ π − tan−1 12

2. Classical phases
The classical energy of Eq. (1) is given by

N S 2 J(Q),

where

J(q)

Ecl (Q) =

is the Fourier transform of the

exchange tensor, Eqs. (2) and (3), and the vector
be found by minimizing

Ecl

Q

can

with respect to it. We nd

dierent types of solutions for which the corresponding
energies are tabulated in Table, together with the parameter range where the corresponding solution is the actual
ground state.

Three of these have collinear spin struc-

tures, the fourth spiral solution denotes a state with an
in general incommensurate vector
Figure 2 shows the
ergies given in Table.

φ

Q = Q(φ).

dependence of the classical enThe classical phase boundaries

of both models are identical, as are the regions where
the ferromagnetic or the Néel-type antiferromagnetic so-

tan−1

1
≤ φ ≤
2
−1
, the ground state of the square-lattice
π − tan
2
model is the columnar antiferromagnet (CAF). This is in

lutions are the ground states.

For




1

contrast to the triangular case, where the spiral phase has
minimum classical energy. The dierence originates from
the missing

J2

bonds in the triangular model (ζ

=0

in

Table), which raises the energy of the columnar antiferromagnet while lowering the energy of the spiral state.

3. Ordered moment: quantum uctuations
Quantum uctuations lead to substantial modications
of the properties of the respective ground states. Of particular interest is the reduction of the size of the ordered
moment

mQ

from its classical value

mQ = µB S .

We in-

corporate quantum corrections by applying a Holstein
Primako transformation and carry out a large-S expansion, keeping terms up to rst order in

1/S .

Fig. 2. Dependence of the classical energies given
in Table on the parameter φ. Solid line: ferromagnet,
long-dashed line: antiferromagnet, short-dashed line:
columnar antiferromagnet, dotted line: spiral. The vertical lines mark the phase boundaries. Top: squarelattice model, bottom: anisotropic triangular lattice.
The symbols above the plots mark the special geometrical limiting cases mentioned in the text.

Details of

the procedure are given in Ref. [18].
The size of the ordered moment is eventually given by


Z

1
d2 q A(q)
mQ = µB S 1 −
−1 ,
2S
BZ VBZ ω(q)
p
ω(q) = A2 (q) − B 2 (q),
1
A(q) = J(q) + [J(q + Q) + J(q − Q)] − 2J(Q),
2
1
B(q) = J(q) − [J(q + Q) + J(q − Q)] ,
(5)
2
and the crystal momentum integration is
over the
√ taken
2
rst Brillouin zone with area VBZ = 2 3π . Figure 3
displays the dependence of mQ on the model parameter φ.
Top: square lattice, bottom: triangular lattice. The uctuation corrections to the classical constant

mQ /(µB S) = 1 scale with 1/S , i.e., they are largest for
S = 1/2 and vanish in the classical limit S → ∞. To illustrate that, we have plotted mQ for both S = 1/2
(solid lines), S = 1 (dashed lines), and S = 3/2 (bar
at φ = π/4).
In the FM phase, mQ remains unmodied because the
classical ground state is also an eigenstate of the quantum model. In the AF phase, quantum uctuations gen-

mQ /(µB S) = 1
φ = 0
mQ /(µB S) ≈ 0.606 for the

erate a smooth interpolation between
and

mQ /(µB S) = 0.

The circles in the plots at

denote the well-known value
unfrustrated

S = 1/2

Néel antiferromagnet.

In the CAF phase, apart from the borders,
the square lattice is almost independent of
ing the small inuence of

J1 .

φ,

mQ

of

reect-

At the CAF borders,
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systems: the Heisenberg model on the anisotropic triangular lattice and the frustrated square lattice. We have
discussed the classical ground-state energy and the quantum corrections to the ordered moment

mQ

due to zero-

point uctuations. Our tool was linear spin-wave theory,
allowing for a global investigation with the full range of
ferro- and antiferromagnetic exchange couplings. In particular we pointed out the similarity of the FM and
AF phases of both models, where the dierence originates from the removal of one set of

J1

bonds, having

small impact onto ground state and ordered moment.
Large dierences appear in the region

J2 /|J1 | > 1/2,

where the triangular model shows a strongly nonmonotonic dependence of

mQ

φ.
φ = π/2

on the control parameter

This includes the breakdown of

mQ

around

(one-dimensional chains), indicating the appearance of a
nonmagnetic phase, where strictly speaking LSW theory
is inappropriate and more sophisticated methods have
to be applied.
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4. Summary and conclusion
We have given an overview over similarities and dierences of two important models to describe quantum spin
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